
派︰《 λ運算︰概念導引之《補充》※真假祇是個選擇？？》文中講︰作者不知義大

利羅馬的『真理之口』將會如何來決定『何謂是真？』而『什麼又是假』的呢？？

又為什麼『真』與『假』的 λ表達式是

老子《道德經》第四十章

反者道之動，

弱者道之用。

天下萬物生于有，

有生于無。

䷗︰《 》易曰︰復：亨。出入無疾，朋來無咎。反復

其道，七日來復，利有攸往。彖曰：復亨﹔剛反，動而以順

行，是以出入無疾，朋來無咎。反復其道，七日來復，天行

也。利有攸往，剛長也。復其見天地之心乎？象曰：雷在地

中，復﹔先王以至日閉關，商旅不行，后不省方。
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的呢？如果我們將『運算』看成『黑箱』，用『實驗』的方法來『研究』輸入輸出的『關

係』，這一組有兩個輸入端的黑箱，對於任意的輸入『二元組』pair  ，有︰

，於是將結論歸結成︰貼『真』標籤的箱子的『作用』是『選擇』輸入的『第一項』將之輸

出；而貼『假』標籤的箱子的『作用』是『選擇』輸入的『第二項』將之輸出。

假使一位『軟體』⼯程師在函式『除錯』時，可能會採取在那個『函式』內『輸出』看看得

到的『輸入』參數值是否正確？

於是將結論歸結成︰『真』標識符的函式『作用』是『選擇』輸入參數的『第一項』；

『假』標識符的函式『作用』是『選擇』輸入參數的『第二項』。

那麼對一個已經打開的『白箱』，又知道作用的『函式』，怎麼會概念上『一頭霧水』的

呢？？如果細思一個邱奇自然數『 0』， ，這跟『假』的 λ表達式有什麼

不一樣的呢？那難道我們能說『0』就是『假』的嗎？在《布林代數》中的『0』與『1』其實

是未定義的『兩態』基元概念──就像歐式幾何學裡的『點』、『線』和『面』是『基本』

概念一樣──，因此不管說它是『電壓高低』或者講它是『電流有無』的『數位設計』可以

應用布林代數。要是我們將『0』『1』與『假』『真』概念連繫起來看，『布林邏輯』就是

『真假』是什麼的『系統化』之概念內涵開展，它的『整體內容』呈現『兩態邏輯』的『方

方面面』，縱使至於『孤虛』NAND 一個邏輯概念就足夠了，對於『 0 與 1』概念本身還是

『三緘其口』。……

『孤虛者』有言︰

物有無者，非真假也。苟日新，日日新，又日新。真假者，物之論也。論也者，當或不當而

已矣。故世有孤虛者，言有孤虛論。

可以『中行獨復，以從道也。』，不至『迷復，凶』矣！

試問彼此井通，『彼』之『出』為『此』之『入』；『此』之『出』為『彼』之『入』。若

以『此』觀『出入』者，實乃『彼』之『入出』也。故知所謂『出入』，相對『己我』所定

之『名義』，存立論之所也。因而推知『有無』者『天地』之『然或不然』；『真假』者

『理則』之『當或不當』。倘將『有無』匹配『真假』，終有『正反』兩說，『正言正說』



──真有，假無──以及『正言若反』──真無，假有──，各站其『立場』者耶！！

生︰《 》網上說︰
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The terms positive logic and negative logic refer to two conventions that dictate the relationship

between logical values and the physical voltages used to represent them. Unfortunately,

although the core concepts are relatively simple, fully comprehending all of the implications

associated with these conventions requires an exercise in lateral thinking suf�cient to make

even the strongest amongst us break down and weep!

Before plunging into the fray, it is important to understand that logic 0 and logic 1 are always

equivalent to the Boolean logic concepts of False and True, respectively (unless you’re really

taking a walk on the wild side, in which case all bets are off). The reason these terms are used

interchangeably is that digital functions can be considered to represent either logical or

arithmetic operations (Fig 1).

1. Logical versus arithmetic views of a digital function.



Having said this, it is generally preferable to employ a single consistent format to cover both

cases, and it is easier to view logical operations in terms of “0s” and “1s” than it is to view

arithmetic operations in terms of “Fs” and “Ts”. The key point to remember as we go forward is

that logic 0 and logic 1 are logical concepts that have no direct relationship to any physical

values.

Physical-to-abstract mapping (NMOS logic)

OK, let’s gird up our loins and meander our way through the morass one step at a time. The

process of relating logical values to physical voltages begins by de�ning the frames of

reference to be used. One absolute frame of reference is provided by truth tables, which are

always associated with speci�c functions (Fig 2).

2. Absolute relationships between truth tables and functions.

Another absolute frame of reference is found in the physical world, where speci�c voltage

levels applied to the inputs of a digital function cause corresponding voltage responses on the

outputs. These relationships can also be represented in truth table form. Consider a logic gate



constructed using only NMOS transistors (Fig 3).

3. The physical mapping of an NMOS logic gate.

With NMOS transistors connected as shown in Fig 3, an input connected to the more negative

Vss turns that transistor OFF, and an input connected to the more positive Vdd turns that

transistor ON. The �nal step is to de�ne the mapping between the physical and abstract

worlds; either 0v is mapped to False and +ve is mapped to True, or vice versa (Fig 4).



4. The physical to abstract mapping of an NMOS logic gate.

Using the positive logic convention, the more positive potential is considered to represent True

and the more negative potential is considered to represent False (hence, positive logic is also

known as positive-true). By comparison, using the negative logic convention, the more negative

potential is considered to represent True and the more positive potential is considered to

represent False (hence, negative logic is also known as negative-true). Thus, this circuit may be

considered to be performing either a NAND function in positive logic or a NOR function in

negative logic. (Are we having fun yet?)



───《M♪O 之學習筆記本《卯》基件︰【䷗】正言若反》

『純』者，白賁无咎乎？用之於『數學』，思維奔馳於『抽象世界』中；用之於『物理』，

想象悠遊於『宇宙自然』裡！

不知就『純邏輯』而言，它們是否都算『應用』耶？

『孤虛者』借物寓意，『數學』不必是『物理』也！？

所以在科學以及⼯程實務領域，鮮少談及

『兩邊‧拉普拉斯變換』哩？！

Two-sided Laplace transform

In mathematics, the two-sided Laplace transform or bilateral Laplace transform is an integral

transform equivalent to probability‘s moment generating function. Two-sided Laplace

transforms are closely related to the Fourier transform, the Mellin transform, and the ordinary

or one-sided Laplace transform. If ƒ(t) is a real or complex valued function of the real variable t

de�ned for all real numbers, then the two-sided Laplace transform is de�ned by the integral

The integral is most commonly understood as an improper integral, which converges if and

only if each of the integrals

exists. There seems to be no generally accepted notation for the two-sided transform; the 

 used here recalls “bilateral”. The two-sided transform used by some authors is



In pure mathematics the argument t can be any variable, and Laplace transforms are used to

study how differential operators transform the function.

In science and engineering applications, the argument t often represents time (in seconds), and

the function ƒ(t) often represents a signal or waveform that varies with time. In these cases,

the signals are transformed by �lters, that work like a mathematical operator, but with a

restriction. They have to be causal, which means that the output in a given time t cannot

depend on an output which is a higher value of t. In population ecology, the argument t often

represents spatial displacement in a dispersal kernel.

When working with functions of time, ƒ(t) is called the time domain representation of the

signal, while F(s) is called the s-domain (or Laplace domain) representation. The inverse

transformation then represents a synthesis of the signal as the sum of its frequency

components taken over all frequencies, whereas the forward transformation represents the

analysis of the signal into its frequency components.

…

Relationship to other integral transforms
If u is the Heaviside step function, equal to zero when its argument is less than zero, to one-half

when its argument equals zero, and to one when its argument is greater than zero, then the

Laplace transform  may be de�ned in terms of the two-sided Laplace transform by

On the other hand, we also have

where  is the function that multiplies by minus one (  ), so

either version of the Laplace transform can be de�ned in terms of the other.

The Mellin transform may be de�ned in terms of the two-sided Laplace transform by



with  as above, and conversely we can get the two-sided transform from the Mellin

transform by

The Fourier transform may also be de�ned in terms of the two-sided Laplace transform; here

instead of having the same image with differing originals, we have the same original but

different images. We may de�ne the Fourier transform as

Note that de�nitions of the Fourier transform differ, and in particular

is often used instead. In terms of the Fourier transform, we may also obtain the two-sided

Laplace transform, as

The Fourier transform is normally de�ned so that it exists for real values; the above de�nition

de�nes the image in a strip  which may not include the real axis.

The moment-generating function of a continuous probability density function ƒ(x) can be

expressed as  .

……

Properties
It has basically the same properties of the unilateral transform with an important difference

Properties of the unilateral Laplace transform

TIME
DOMAIN

UNILATERAL-‘S’ DOMAIN BILATERAL-‘S’
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DIFFERENTIATION

SECOND
DIFFERENTIATION

………

Causality
Bilateral transforms do not respect causality. They make sense when applied over generic

functions but when working with functions of time (signals) unilateral transforms are

preferred.

此處略提，不過是歸結耳。

Bilateral Laplace transform

Main article: Two-sided Laplace transform

When one says “the Laplace transform” without quali�cation, the unilateral or one-sided

transform is normally intended. The Laplace transform can be alternatively de�ned as the

bilateral Laplace transform or two-sided Laplace transform by extending the limits of integration

to be the entire real axis. If that is done the common unilateral transform simply becomes a

special case of the bilateral transform where the de�nition of the function being transformed

is multiplied by the Heaviside step function.

The bilateral Laplace transform is de�ned as follows,

Inverse Laplace transform

Main article: Inverse Laplace transform



Two integrable functions have the same Laplace transform only if they differ on a set of

Lebesgue measure zero. This means that, on the range of the transform, there is an inverse

transform. In fact, besides integrable functions, the Laplace transform is a one-to-one mapping

from one function space into another in many other function spaces as well, although there is

usually no easy characterization of the range. Typical function spaces in which this is true

include the spaces of bounded continuous functions, the space L (0, ∞), or more generally

tempered functions (that is, functions of at worst polynomial growth) on (0, ∞). The Laplace

transform is also de�ned and injective for suitable spaces of tempered distributions.

In these cases, the image of the Laplace transform lives in a space of analytic functions in the

region of convergence. The inverse Laplace transform is given by the following complex

integral, which is known by various names (the Bromwich integral, the Fourier–Mellin

integral, and Mellin’s inverse formula):

where γ is a real number so that the contour path of integration is in the region of convergence

of F(s). An alternative formula for the inverse Laplace transform is given by Post’s inversion

formula. The limit here is interpreted in the weak-* topology.

In practice, it is typically more convenient to decompose a Laplace transform into known

transforms of functions obtained from a table, and construct the inverse by inspection.

∞




